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Johnno Sheehan*** 76.0 2 Lobbying for the inclusion of bowling in Rhino scores, and the return of his “amateur” status

Gus Kearny*** 76.5 4 Abandoned Rhino for AOL pro circuit in 2008; finishes have been more exciting ever since

Scott Nengel* 80 5 Enigmatic 2002 champ has been at or near the top of the field virtually every year

Mason Hecker 80 1 Rhino rookie shot 80 last year; commission still investigating status as “ringer”

Rich Armstrong** 80 2 Two-time champ has not played in Rhino since 2006; has the game passed him by? 

Bruce Palmieri* 81.1 7 “Country Club” is willing to slum and play a muni once a year, but only for a great cause

John Reddan* 81.3 3 Aug reportedly modifying old shoulder harness into full Iron Man suit to debut this year

Steve Murray 82 4 No relation to Bill, but hoping to channel the Caddyshack icon’s mojo from Pebble Beach

Bruce Hemstreet 83 1 After 12 years away, had a glorious return to Rhino in 2009, finishing tied for second

David Forrest 83.7 7 Crowd favorite still trying to shed the title “Best Player Never To Have Won The Rhino”

Rudy Barnes 83.7 7 On New Year’s Eve, Matt used to declare it would be someone’s year. This is Rudy’s year.

Todd Berger** 84 7 Anger management classes with Charlie Sheen finally paid off with big Rhino win in 2009

Bob Weir** 85.1 7 Two-time champ famed for smooth lefty swing, bucket hats, and ingenious side bets 

Bill Fields*** 85.7 6 Scrappy defending champ has to play in first group this year – a true test of mental toughness

Jon Sack**** 85.9 7 Only 4-time champ prefers “urban feel” of Clifton Park; still adapting to Herndon

Curtis Lu 87.3 7 Mr. Consistent seldom strays from high-80s score; credits Bill Murray for “keeping me loose”

Todd Etter 87.7 7 Views golf as an 18-step puzzle, but still hasn’t figured out the “meta-puzzle” that is Herndon

Greg Weltz 88 1 Rhino rookie applied basketball zone defense principles to the links with success last year 

Erik Burgess 89 1 Reconstructed ACL is like a lottery ticket for better golf . . . or not 

Ram Srinivasan 89 2 Now a full-fledged MD, scores may plummet with extra practice time

Amarin Sangkharat 89 2 Rumors that he inspired several “Grey’s Anatomy” episodes have finally been disproved

Dave McCready 89.8 5 Big Dave brings physicality of the English Premier League to golf . . . in a nice way

Bruce Anderson 91 6 The “quiet” Anderson brother applies physical chemistry background for consistent iron play

Charlie Scarborough 91.1 7 Tourney host is now just happy to complete a round without suffering a catastrophic injury

James Assey* 91.3 3 After sharing championship in 1993, James “re-tooled” swing for lobbying purposes

Ann Etter 92.3 3 Shattered Rhino gender barrier in 1994, and still believes “beer is good”

Jim Maloney 92.7 6 NJ laundromat kingpin is well-connected and dangerous – both on and off the course
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Mike Curtis 94 6 Transplanted to Georgia, Mike’s greater access to golf courses could resurrect his game

Thomas Norton 94 1 When not golfing, he will check your computer for viruses

Dirk Suringa 95 2 Dirk has dusted brother-in-law T. Scott in both Rhinos he completed

Mark Goodin 95.6 5 Blames Democrats for deficit woes and every bogey (or worse) on his card

Mike Spinelli 96 1 Has taken time off from golf to lobby full-time to have a pasta named after him

Mike Nilsson 96 1 When he plays, has the highest “viewer ratings” of anyone in the Rhino field

Chris Stevenson 96.1 6 Mr. Boh reported to be “too big for Herndon”; may resort to putter-only strategy in 2011 

C.A. Pilling 96.8 6 Does “C.A.” mean “consistently average”? Has shot 96 in last three Rhinos

Paul Kelly 97 1 Attempting to establish a trade association composed entirely of 80s cover bands

Eric Weber 98.3 4 E-Web was part of the Anderson “Fab 5” in early 90s; now just trying to avoid major injuries

Dave Hendrix 99 1 Lost in a “Purple Haze” of NCAA basketball pools, Dave has only 1 start in past 7 Rhinos

Dean Krehmeyer 100 3 Still trying to sort out ethical issues to permit return of “Delta sponsorship” for his foursome

Steve Nally 100.5 4 Determined to play in the Rhino for as long as it takes to get average back below 100

Mike Pryzby 101 5 Developing gravity-defying  ball based on engineering work with Space Shuttle payloads 

Mike Schiavo 102 1 Bike guy described as the “Lance Armstrong of golf”; just means he is impervious to pain 

Eric Jones 105 1 Plane ticket from Atlanta – $300; Rhino entry – $ 100; beating Pryzby in Rhino – priceless!

Dale Lumme 105 1 As a Navy pilot, they called him “Kid”; at the Rhino, needs a “wingman” to find lost balls

Dave McCarthy 105.3 3 Has modified orange GTMO jump suits into snazzy golf pants

Conrad Ello 105.5 3 Ello rhymes with Jello, and that’s funny all by itself

Eric Anderson* 105.7 7 Dubious disinction: no other former Rhino champ has an average higher than 100

Ken Schwartz 105.8 5 Happy Gilmore putting-stroke and colorful language is always a hit with the fans

Paul Flatin 106 1 Rhino rookie found swimming prowess unhelpful in Herndon water hazards last year

Chris Guthrie 106.5 6 Like Fred Couples, if his back holds up, he can be dangerous; if not, still “dangerous”

Ellis Butler 106.7 7 Beer intake directly proportional to golfing success . . . up to about 6; then the singing starts

Christina Murray 107.2 6 Did she get the nickname “X” from her Rhino scorecard?

Jon Tuttle 109 4 True fact: Bruce Arena basically told Tuts he was “too smart” to play soccer at UVa

Mark Hill 109 4 Soccer player best known for unorthodox use of “foot wedge” out of bunkers

David Gallagher 109.2 5 Normally, a new baby adds two strokes, but Dave is anything but “normal”

David Bird 110.8 6 Former AUCP “First Gentleman” is always consistent: shot 110-112 in 5 of 6 last Rhinos
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Jeff Berger 112 2 Planning to demand a “wrestle-off” after brother Todd beats him again this year

Tony Bonta 112.5 2 Big Tony is reportedly too busy “running the docks” in Baltimore to play in the Rhino

Tom Scott 112.6 7 Will this year’s rhyming Xmas card include some couplets about the Rhino?

Joel Rogers 113 3 A move to Georgia doesn’t mean you can’t play in the Rhino! 

Colby Smith 113 2 Applies same rope-a-dope strategy used to help clients under SEC investigations to golf

Lachlan McLean 113.7 3 Euphoria from Duke’s early NCAA loss could bring him back to the field after 4 years away

Chris Wyckoff 114.5 2 Just hoping wife will let him complete this year’s round

Joe Guarino 123 2 Will he again channel Wonder-Twin powers with Krehmeyer this year?

Sean Collins 132 3 Mr. “DNF” has only one recorded Rhino score in 3 rounds played

Toby Bush 133 2 Purports to be from Great Britain . . . and yet golf seems so foreign to him

Brian Collins 135.5 3 Still arguing that no rule specifically prohibits a golfer from teeing it up in the fairway 

Joe Ho 138.7 3 Bionic knees have propelled star of Rhino instructional DVD to new highs/lows 

Will Packard 145 1 In Rhino debut, Mr. Nice Guy proved the adage about where nice guys often finish

Hernando Herrera 145.5 2 Improved by 25 strokes from 2009 to 2010; at this rate, will be competitive in . . . 2030?

Brad Rosenthal 146.4 5 Used to own the boobie prize; has been shut out since 2006.  Must dig deep for big numbers

Carrie Vinch 149.5 3 Oddly, husband Bruce plays better with Carrie than in years when she’s not in the field.

Marc Margolis 150 3 Former boobie prize winner has been absent for past 2 years


